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Abstract 
Recently, the use of multiple representations in teaching math has gained great importance. Why it is important? The answer to 
this question is not complicated. When we try to teach a mathematical concept to any level of students, we first must know the 
background of them. So that we can easily establish a good understanding of the concept. This can be achieved perfectly if the 
class contains the same level of students. But this is not always possible. It is hard to find the ideal teaching enviroment. This 
mainly depends on the students and we still say that it is important to know their level of math and how much relation can be 
established for their past experiences to learn a new concept. As it is clear that the most problematic lesson is math. Is there any 
way of teaching math to the students that has any level of mathematical background? The answer  is Yes. The name of the 
method is Multiple Representation. It is defined as to teach the mathematical concept in more than one form (Ainsworth, Bibby, 
Wood, 2002). In this study we are mainly interested in geometrical and algebraic approach. We also evaluate the background of 
the students for learning process. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Introduction 
As M.d’Ocagne said ”The simplifications, brought for numerical computational methods, are the usefull 
developments that make the math explorers to save themselves from being tired of computations and avoding 
mistakes (d'Ocagne, P. M.).  Sometimes simplifications are possible for giving examples.(Simplification is used as 
to explain a mathematical concept in a simple way or  to simplify a complex formula)We say that we need simple 
sample explanations. Lets look back to Brahmagupta. (Georges, 1997). He talks about possession(dhana), 
debts(rina) and the concept of nonexistence(kham). He gives the rules;  
The subtraction of zero from debt is again a debt. 
The subtraction of zero from a possession is again a possession. 
The subtraction of zero from zero is nonexistence. 
The subtraction of a possession from zero is debt. 
The product of zero to a possession or a debt is zero. 
The product or division of two possesssions is a possession. 
The product or division of two debts is a possession. 
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The product or division of a debt to any possession is a debt. 
Here we see that the bases of modern algebra had been established by him. If you take positive and negative 
numbers instead of  possession and debt, we see that Indian mathematicians know all rules of algebra. This is an 
example of simple sample explanation. 
2. Methodology 
When we teach math, the background of the students is of great importance. The students in the class also have 
different level of understanding. It is why we use multiple representation in teaching process. One of the keys to this 
problem is to teach the conditional forms.So the basic background of any level of students for learning math is 
established.  What is the meaning of the conditional form? Lets look at the explanation of the absolute value of a 
number given below; 
 xxxxx oto 0,0
It is easy to express the formula. If x is less than zero the result is –x, otherwise x. This is again a simple sample 
explanation. Conditional forms use conditions to reach the result. You can also generalize the logical conjuctions 
using conditional forms ;  
 Fqpqp ,o 
),( qTpqp o 
    When you do this  you use the algebraic approach to a mathematical formula. We can  generalize this 
concept to basic arithmetic operations.We will simply consider this to make the reader visualize the using of 
algebraic approach.While we are doing this we will assume that the reader knows the concept of successor 
and predesessor of a given number.(For the reader who doesn’t remember these concepts, for a given integer 
n the successor is n+= n+1 and the predesessor is n- = n-1) 
2.1. Definition: Let Nnm , .  Basic arithmetic operations are given as McCarthy, (1967). 
a) ),0(  o   nmmnnm
b) ).,00(. o  nmmnnm
c) ),0(,  o  t nmmnnmnmfor
These formulas given above can explain the main properties of basic arithmetic operations. The student is 
familier with all these formulas but this is the first time that we see all the properties in a simple form. Now let us 
give a much more complicated example. 
2.2. Definition: The summation formula ¦
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So the summation changes  into the formula ¦
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Here we have seen the samples of  the algebraic approach to any mathematical formula. 
Example : According to the product formula “ ).,00(. o  nmmnnm ” , evaluate 4*3 and commend the 
result. 
Solution : 4*3=4+4*2 
      =4+4+4*1 
                                   =4+4+4+4*0 
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Because the  result of 4*0 is 0 ,according to given formula, 4*3 changes into 4+4+4 so the general result is 12.(Note 
that  the solution of 4+4+4 will be found using the summation formula “ ),0( o   nmmnnm ”
Can  you  see  what  happened  ?  Look  at  the  problem  in  which  we  find  4*3.  The  leftmost  number  began  as  4  but  
shrank 1 at each step,the middle number is always 4 and the rightmost number grew by 4 at each step. There was a 
beginning step to have a partial result of  0, a final step to state the overall result of 12.   
3. Mathematics and Experiments 
In order to avoid abstraction in math, we don’t remove the mathematics; instead we make it concrete. We asked 
120 university students(in the second class for engineering and having a good level of math) to prove Pythagorean 
Theorem; given any right triangle with sides a,b and c, the last being the side opposite right angle, 222 cba   .
One of the three began by reciting the appropriate axiom, wrote the steps of a proof. (Although some students use 
different geometrical approaches we put them in the same category, because they have just shown what they 
recited). Two of the three began by drawing several pictures and then made clever diagram of triangles and 
rectangles which could be rearranged to fill up either a square of side-length c or the other two squares together. 
After a while we made them draw a table like this Myers, (1988): 
Table 1. Pythagorean Table
a b c a2 b2 c2
1 1 1.4 1 1 1.96
1 2 2.3 1 4 5.23
After  the  table  had  a  fairly  large  number  of  entries  and  they  had  drawn  graphs  of  the  results,  they  found  the  
Pythagorean  theorem as one of  the consequences but they did not learn anything about the formal proof instead 
they did learn how to work with, classify and think about abstract geometric objects. What we have done here is to 
make them ready  for studying the proof.  
Similarly, we wanted them to prove the formula ¦
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 So that dividing both sides by 2 they got the desired result  ¦
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The proof is correct but it seems they had recited it  again. The rest of the students tried to prove the formula 
using the induction rules but not many of them succeeded. After this application we made them draw a table like this 
Myers, (1988): 
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Table 2. Summation Relation Table
n A= ¦
 
n
i
i
1
A-n 2n An 2
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 1 0
2 3 1 4 1
3 6 3 9 3
4 10 6 16 6
5 15 10 25 10
Of course one of many observations you can make from this table is that  A-n is the same as An 2 , so A is 
halfway between n and 2n . The Formula works again. All the students could understand how the formula works 
and made it concrete in their minds of course. 
4. Conclusion 
In  this study we mainly studied on algebraic and geometrical approaches for math formulas. We examined  the 
university students (120 selected brilliant students)  that have high level of math grade. We observed them and 
shared their past experiences about math. All the students know the main concepts of algebra and geometry. We did 
not have any background problem of them. We asked them two problems: One is the Pythagorean Theorem that 
could be made clear  using geometrical aproaches and the other is the summation formula of n consecutive  numbers 
that could be proved by using algebraic approaches. We also give some examples of multiple representations of 
math for low grade students. These formulas are just examples and we don’t claim that they are the best ones.  
We observed that some students (not many) can visualize the problem geometricaly. But many of them had 
recited the certain formula and proved it correctly. We also have seen that when they use algebraic approaches (for 
the summation formula) they could be much more successful. Their past experiences is of great importance as we 
have seen in this study. When we use tables for these two examples they all get the result but not the formal proof. 
They also learned how these formulas work.  
In the definions 1 and 2 we just gave some examples of multiple representations. Students can see many of the 
algebraic properties in the same formula. From this point of wiev these formula serve as a summary of the certain 
properties. In the example 1 we have seen the application of the definitions. 
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